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SUMMARY STATEMENT

I am an innovative Frontend Developer with 5 years of experience building and maintaining
responsive websites in various industries. Proficient in HTML, CSS and Javascript with working
experience with modern libraries and frameworks such as Vuejs and Reactjs. Open to relocation
on a global level.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Senior Frontend Engineer, Leatherback - April/2022 - Present - London, United Kingdom.

Leatherback simplifies Global trade for individuals and businesses across the globe, allowing

ease of transactions in multiple currencies.
Stack: Vuejs, Nuxtjs, HTML, SCSS, TailwindCss, Figma,  AzureDevOps (for Scrum and Git
processes).

● I worked as the sole Frontend Engineer on creation of debit card management systems.
Virtual and physical debit cards using Vuejs, Vuex, Tailwindcss and ensuring quality UI
and UX.

● Collaborated with backend development team to integrate APIs using Axios and ensuring
an average load time of 1s.

Senior Frontend Engineer and Engineering Co-lead, Spleet Inc. - April/2021  - April/2022 -

Lagos, Nigeria.

Spleet is a leading proptech company in Africa. Building the future of structured and equitable

access to housing where everybody gets a fair chance at efficient and affordable living spaces.
Stack: Vuejs, Nuxtjs, HTML, SCSS, TailwindCss, Bootstrap, Gitlab

● Built Frontend and Product design team (hiring, knowledge transition).

● Involved in the product lifecycle: (Spec process, UX design, Tech Design,
implementation).

● Contributed to company processes: task flow, testing, translation.

● Managed a team of 4 members: (code and design review, feedback)

● Developed frontend architecture and project set up while advising on tech stack to use to
improve SEO and overal digital presence.

http://www.olasunkanmi.dev
https://www.linkedin.com/in/alabi-olasunkanmi
https://github.com/olasunkanmi04


Product Designer and Frontend Engineer, Spleet Inc. - January/2019  - April/2021 - Lagos,

Nigeria.

● Designed and continuous improvement of Spleet user interface and user experience
using Adobe XD reducing user complaint rate by 60%

● Converted UI to web applications using HTML, SCSS, and Bootstrap

● Built, implemented and maintained a stable codebase while making the application more
user-friendly using Vuejs, Vuex and API integration with Axios.

● Developed a Progressive Web Application to improve user experience and make the
application more accessible on mobile using Vuejs and Prerender SPA Plugin.

● Created email templates and newsletter designs that work with all email clients for
marketing campaigns using HTML and CSS

● Collaborated with the Customer Success team as Technical support for new features and
products being launched.

UI/UX Developer, Signal Alliance - January/2018 - December/2019 - Lagos, Nigeria

Signal Alliance is a global professional services company providing IT consulting and services
focused on artificial intelligence, business analytics, cloud, etc.

● Designed User Interface and prototyped pages for new and existing websites using
Adobe XD, Figma and inVision studio.

● Translated designed wireframes and mockups into responsive interactive features with
HTML, SCSS, bootstrap and jQuery.

● Optimised web applications for maximum speed and scalability.

EDUCATION AND CERTIFICATES

Front-end Nanodegree - Udacity - 2018

UI/UX Design - Stutern Graduate Accelerator - 2017

B.Sc. in Physics - Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta, Nigeria - 2015

TECHNICAL SKILLS

HTML, CSS, SASS, BEM, Bootstrap, TailwindCSS, Adobe XD, and Figma.

JavaScript, TypeScript, Vuejs, Reactjs, Vuex, Nuxtjs, Gridsome, Nextjs, Axios, Gulp, and

Progressive Web App (PWA).

Cypress, Jest and Vue test utils.

Git, Github, Gitlab, Bitbucket and Azure DevOps.

Jira, Shortcut(formerly Clubhouse), Tara.ai, Trello and Agile (Scrum).

SOFT SKILLS
Strong communicator, Proactive, Collaborator, Detailed, Fast Learner, Analytical.



AWARDS

Most Valuable Player Award - Spleet Inc. - 2020
For going far and beyond my job description to push the team forward.

Rockstar (Engineering) Award - Spleet Inc. - 2020
For ensuring smooth workflow within the engineering team.

Punctuality Award - Spleet Inc. - 2020
For always being on time at every event; stand-ups, meetings, physical events, etc.


